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In [1] a family of distributions F on inputs to the Davis Putnam Procedure (DPP) 
is defined and then used to analyze a variant, DPP',  which omits the pure literal 
rule. The main theorem asserts that for almost all inputs, DPP '  requires exponential 
time. Although this result is correct, the proof is not. We briefly note the errors and 
then correct them. We assume the reader is familiar with [1]. All page references 
are to [11. 
(1) On p. 85 it is essentially claimed that ~(n)=e--k/~(1 +O(//-5/12)). In fact, 
O(n)=e-k/~(1-kn-1/5+O(n-2/5)) " 2  
(The n -~/5 term arises from the 1 -n  -1/5 term in the definition of ~(n) on p. 84.) 
As a consequence on the end of p. 85. 
= exp _ e_k/a + O(n -3/20) 
1 - 0 ( / / ) /  ~. 1 
and hence, as n ~ oo, approaches 0 and not 1. 
Details for similar computations occur later in this note. 
(2) To obtain the reputed underestimate 
- ,  (m) (l~(n))i ~ (q(n)) m i+ - I 
m=O 
of p~(i,j) on p. 85 the authors appear to assume 
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j j - I  
p~(i, j)= ~ Pd(i,l) instead of p~(i, j)= ~ pd(l,j). 
l= i~ l  l=1 
(3) The underestimate for Pd(i,j) on p. 83 does not hold in general. Shortly we will 
see it does hold where needed. 
To give a correct proof of Theorem 3 it is convenient: 
(i) in the definition of the comparison algorithm, SR(D, X, A), on p. 82 (and 
subsequently) to replace n ~/3 by n a, and 
(ii) in the statement of Theorem 3 to replace n 1/4 by n b under the assumptions 
that a+2b<l ,  a,b>O. 
Thus, in fact, we will show: 
ll b 
Theorem. For b < ½, Pr(TsR( V, C) > 2 )~ 1 as n --* co where I V I = [2n_], ~ a positive 
constant, and I CI = n. 
Proof. E 1 through E 4 and Pd(i,j) are defined on p. 83. In El, X should be replaced 
by X'. 
To get to line 6 of SR at depth i following the j th  choice of u at line 3 we either 
came via: 
(i) line 8 at depth i following the ( j -  1)st choice of o, or 
(ii) line l0 at depth i -  1 following the ( j -  1)st choice of u. 
In either case we survived the intervening line 2 and hence there is no unit clause 
in the previous X'. In case (ii) we survived the intervening line 1 and the preceding 
line 7 and hence D~eO and ID I -  [D' I <n a. Thus, 
pal(i, j )=  Pr(D = D'  and no unit clause in X']i, j -  1)pd(i, j- 1) 
+ Pr(D:~D'  and D4:0 and no unit clause in X '  and 
IO l  - ID ' I  < na l i -  1,j - 1)pd(i - 1,j - 1). 
P r (D=D'  and no unit clause in X'] i , j -1)=Pr(E4[ i , j -1) .  
Pr(D:~D'  and D~f  and no unit clause in X '  and ID[- ID'I <na[i- 1, j -  1)= 
Pr(E2 ] i -  1 , j -  1) provided i is chosen so that D can't be empty. This is guaranteed 
if i<_n b, as altogether at most nan b clauses have been removed from C to form D 
and nan~<n~+2b<n = [C I . Thus, the inequality claimed on p. 83 for pa(i,j) holds 
as an equality provided i< n ~. 
We henceforth assume j<nb+ 1 (and so i<nb). 
Reasoning as on pp. 83 and 84 one can obtain overestimates for Pr(E4[i,j,y), 
Pr(E3li, j ,y) and Pr(Elli, j,y); and then underestimates for Pr(E2li, j ,y) and 
Pr(E4I i,j,y). Doing this eventually necessitates an additional hypothesis, b<2a, 
and hence one could only obtain the theorem for b < 2/5. To avoid this additonal 
hypothesis we improve the overestimate for Pr(E3li, j ,y). 
As on p. 83, 
Pr(E3[i,j,y)<- ~ t(m) 
m=l i  a 
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where (y ) (k  )m( k )Y-m 
t(m)= m 2n---j + i 1 2n- j  + l 
Y~" t(m) is unimodal with mode Lk(y+ l)/(2n-j+ 1)J As j<_nb+ 1 we have 
m=0 " 
y> n -n~+°; and so for n sufficiently large the mode is less than r/a. We henceforth 
assume n is sufficiently large. 
, m So the largest term of ~m=,O t( ) is t(n a) and so 
n 
t(m)<_n, t(na). 
m=n ° 
As j<n9+ 1 and y<_n, 
t(na) <- \ n" ] \ )~n - n b ] " 
But  
< and (na)! _> 
n ~ (n~)! 
So 
= /na(2~ ke n" --no_l)) =o(n-2). \nO(2n-nb)] 
and 
Thus, we obtain: 
(1 Pr(E2Ii'j'Y)>- ) tn - j+  1 ) tn - j+  1 
and 
Pr(E4Ii"LY)>- 2n-j+ l 2n- j+  1 
Reasoning as on p. 84 we have for i<_n b, j<<_n°+ 1 (and so n-na+b<y<n): 
na+b n_n  a+b ( (a) Pr(Ezli, j, y)>_~(n)= kl Xn+l )  - ° (n - l )  
and 
(a') Pr(Egli, j,y)>_O(n)=(1 2n~nb) n )tn-2nb)"°+~ 
Now 
In 1 2n~_nb =na+O.___2 (l +O(nb_l))=O(na+b_l) 
2n 
( ,;tn+lk ) "-n°+~ In 1 =n(l +O(n~+b_l)). k 
2n 
k 
- (1 + O(n~+°- -1 ) ) .  
2 
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So 
(/~) 
Also, 
/~(n) = (1 - e -  k/z)(1 + O(na  + b-  1 )). 
k )n k ( l+O(nb-1) )  
In 1 )tn Z nb = n . - ).--~ 
k 
: -  ~- (1 +O(nb-1)).  
So 
(fl') O(n) = e-~/z(1 + O(n a+ b- 1 )). 
By (a) and (u') the first line of (5) on p. 85 holds for i<<_n b, 1 < j<nb+ 1. So by 
induction on r+s  one obtains for r+s<_nb: 
So 
r+s)  
Pd(r,r + s + 1)> (13(n))~(E1(n)) ~. 
s 
Let/~0 = 1 -e  k/a and let / t</%.  Thus, 
n b 
p~(/unb + 1, nb + 1) = ~ Pd(l, rib+ 1)_> 
I=tmb + 1 
b 
where s(l) = (1)(~(n))l(O(n))n~-I.  
n b 
s(1) 
I=~mb + 1 
ltn b 
p~(Bn b + 1, n o + 1) > (p(n) + O(n))"" - ~ s(I). 
/=0 
To prove the theorem we show l im,~p~( ianb+l ,2n)=l .  We do this by 
observing 
p~(12n b+ 1, 2n) >_p~(lm b+ 1, n b + 1) 
and showing 
jln b 
lim ((/~(n) + ~)(n)) n~ = 1 and lim ~ s(l) = O. 
n ~  n --~. o~ / - -O  
Now by (fl) and (fl'), ln((p(n) + O(n)) #' = n o In(1 + O(na+b-1) )  = O(rt a+2b-  1). So  
as a+2b< 1, 
lim ((/~(n) + 0(n)) "~ = 1. 
n~oo 
And £u=~ o s(I) is unimodal with mode 
ll3(n)nbl3(n) +-O(n)O(n) + 1~ = tt0na(1 + O(n a+b- l) + O(n-b)) 
by (fl) and (fl'). So for n sufficiently large the mode is greater than lzn b. For such 
r/, 
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So 
By (fl) and 
/~b 
s(l) <_ (un b + 1)s(Bnb). 
/=o 
By Stirling's formula 
(IX::)- 1 -IX' ('-u)) (l+O(n_b),. l/2nU( 1 -/2) t/b (Uu( 1 1 \ nb 
I'tnb lln b + 1 /(~(n))u(~l(n)) (1 --u)\ n° 
sq)<_ ,=o l,/2~z,u(1-#.x)n b t ~--DO~u7 ) (I +O(n-b)). 
(B'), 
~tl b 
Z s(#)~_ 
/=0 
Bnb + 1 
]/2~z/2(1 - l t )n b (f(/t))nb(1 + O(n--b) + O(na+ 2b-1)) 
(/2oy (1 _/%)0-u) 
where f(/~) = 
~u(1 _/~)0 -u) 
By elementary calculus f(/~) has a maximum of 1 on (0,/%] at /~ =/%. Thus, if 
/~ < ~o, then f ( t0 < 1. So 
lim lmb+ 1 (f(/2))nb(1 +O(n_O)+O(na+Zb_t))=O. 
,~  1/21rU(1-u)n b
So 
l tn b 
lim ~ s(l)--0. 
n~zo 1=0 
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